
Dutch information and networking meeting about the UN Food Systems Summit
11 May from 15.30 to 17.00h

Welcome and introduction by Myrtille Danse (NFP)
The meeting continues the conversation on the UN process of gathering and selecting game changing
ideas and will include updates by Ministries of Foreign Affairs, and Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality.
The meeting also offers space for participating organisations and companies to interact on their
preparatory activities.

UNFSS updates
Presentation Paul van de Logt (Ministry of Foreign Affairs/IGG)

See slides attached

Q&A on the UN FSS
● Q/ Where can one find a list of relevant preparatory events for the UN Food Systems Summit, including

dates and registration links?

A/ The report of the last meeting holds a lot of info on different action tracks. But it's not easy to

follow all that happens. It takes a lot of time, and it is often rather unclear what your time

investment will result in. MinFA advises participants to look at the solution clusters, and when you

feel one is very relevant to me, to join in. Advice is to contact MinFA team or the NFP team to help

you understand how you can join in.

Comment/ Another advice is to think beyond the summit: what would you like to achieve, how can

you commit yourself, your company or your NGO to that outcome? If you don't, your solution will

be lost or diluted. Know what you can deliver. Rabobank for example would not just want to

invest, but also to cocreate solutions; are asking themselves on what solutions to add the most

value.

● Q/ How were the outcomes of the previous Dutch network meeting (March 2021) used by the

Ministries?

A/MinFA: We used that to help our discussion, but got stuck as there was such a wide area of

topics that we were not able to pinpoint any focus for the action tracks. Further, the MinFA used

the opportunity in the action tracks to add topics we felt were missing. Team members active in

action tracks on our behalf were able to take those points into the ATs.  In the coming period, in
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which further consultations take place, the Netherlands will verify which solutions are interesting

for us, and will further see who needs to be on board for that.

● Q/ Upcoming Independent dialogue on Multistakeholder platforms for improved food systems, date 18th

May coincides with date of important seeds event. What can we do?

A/NFP:  Unfortunate but cannot be changed anymore. NFP was only informed about the seed

event when dates were set. Dynamics of independent dialogue imply a restricted number of

people, so overlap is limited. Comment/ In general, lots of events, several dialogues on the same

day even. This will continue to be challenging the period ahead.

National Food System Dialogue

Presentation by Marcel  van Nijnatten (Ministry Agriculture, Nature & Food Quality)

National Food System Dialogue will be coconvened by Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Health (VWS)

and Ministry of Agriculture, Nature & Food Quality. Date: 1 June. Time: 13-17 h.

Further information:

https://www.nlfoodpartnership.com/events/nederlandse-dialoog-voor-de-vn-food-systems-summit/

Q&A on National Food System Dialogue
● Q/ When will invites be sent out for national dialogue?

A/MinLNV: Within a week.

● Q/ Is ecological agriculture considered, how important will it be? There is a lot of talk about

building back better, but the intensive models of agriculture are still prevailing even if there is a lot

of criticism of that model. How do the Ministries look at this?

A/MinLNV: there are no taboos. But please focus on things that we can do to make the situation

better.

● Q/ Is healthy soils on the agenda?

A/MinLNV: yes, it is on the agenda, will be part of the table on the food/feed competition. Also as

part of the topic food environment.
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● Q/ Will the EU ambitions - such as 25% organic -  also come to the table?

A/MinLNV: Absolutely, climate change is one of the vital issues for the agricultural sector and land

use needs to be urgently addressed. This includes organic agriculture. These issues are high on the

agenda, also of the parliament (many parliamentary questions on topics such as forests,

deforestation, the Netherlands’ ecological footprint, etc).

● Q/ Inclusiveness?

A/ One of the key things the NL wants to bring to the UN Summit is that it needs to be an inclusive

process. We used the term ‘Dutch Diamond’ a lot, which means that all stakeholders are

important partners. Also without the private sector there is no innovation at scale.

● Q/ could you provide us advice on the roundtables that could be of interest to this group of

stakeholders with an orientation on food systems in LMIC / with a global perspective? Should

these participate in the roundtable ‘the international context of the NL food system’ or in other

roundtables on 1st June?

A/ It depends what you want to bring to the table. One may want to contribute with particular

innovations, or with game changing ideas to tackle pricing issues. So: the advice is not to just

focus on the roundtable ‘the international context of the NL food system’ but to think about what

your key point is, and what roundtable the appropriate setting is to address that.

As Ministries, we have set up the agenda in a way that anything that should be addressed can be

addressed. Take a good look at agenda to check!

● Q/ Can participants also move between discussions? Or do you need to select one?

A/ Don’t know for sure, but think you can just pick one. Note: there are two rounds in which you

can choose a table.

● Q/ Is the national dialogue also going to be used to contribute to the international vision of

MINAgri?

A/ A lot of consultations going on constantly. Also in the context of the cabinet formation; some of

the issues will also be addressed at the formation table as well apparently. Key is that we need

concrete solutions to deliver.
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● Q/ How do you want to have these organisations contribute to the discussion?

A/ On all six topics there is an international dimension, I would simply bring that to the table. We

are an internationally oriented country, i.e. in the EU context, but beyond EU. Whatever topic you

address in the Dutch food system, has an international link to address.

● Q/ in the list of 6 subjects do you think particular topics of relevance for the international food

systems debate? E.g. zoonotic disease spillover? Or food security in Africa in context of covid?

A/ Would take that to the international table. This is also why MinVWS is coconvenor. Important

point to make.

● Q/ What could an organisation like LTO contribute to this?

A/ looking at questions that are on the table - like finance, food feed competition, trading systems,

all of them are vital to Dutch farmers and have a huge impact. LTO can make sure that voice of

farmers is heard as well.

● Q/ Is it possible to send in short opinion before the meeting?

A/ don’t know, have to consult and will get back on that.

● Q/ How can a new generation of food professionals, students, etc. connect?

A/MinLNV: We make sure we have a youth representative.

● Q/ NL has a lot of animal production, could we take away blocking factors in the changes that are

necessary?

A/ Would be interesting to develop solutions to take the blocking factor away and bring that to the

UN level. Then we are really contributing. Maybe it sounds like a non-answer, but it is exactly

those questions that we are asking for and that we want to see at national dialogue.

● Q/ Conflicts are the main reason for food insecurity worldwide, according to a recent FAO report;

hunger is part of the conflict in some areas, so this needs to be addressed beyond the technical

domain, we also need to address governance.

A/ Yes, there is of course direct relation conflict-hunger, conflict-climate change. These elements

will be on the table, though not so much during national dialogue possibly. MinFA is involved in

many international interventions in this domain. This is mainly part of the ongoing international
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food systems dialogues, more for specialized organisations and institutions. A bit less so for Dutch

national food system dialogues.

● Q/Are there any efforts to put governance on the agenda

A/MinFA: This is an explicit part of AT5, the action area on conflict and fragility in which also the

MinFA is involved. If you want to know more, you can contact us on that.

● Q/ how about price mechanisms?

A/ Would indeed be a valuable point for the national food system dialogue.

● Q/ Should focus not be more on smallholders, and fragile groups? How much is that on the

agenda?

A/ Not explicitly on the agenda, but absolutely important to take into consideration. This is also

related to covid.

● Q/ One of the essentials is taking an adaptive, flexible approach. Not start with a solution in mind.

Wouldn’t this be in contradiction with an orientation on proposing solutions to the UN?

A/ Couldn’t agree more. What we want out of the dialogue is something that we can bring to the

summit to contribute to its success. That notion needs to be fed into the summit as well.

A/MinFA: agree with that point. From that perspective we are working with IFAD in supporting

country food systems analyses. Also beyond the dialogues, we keep on analysing the food

systems, looking at bottlenecks, and understanding what are solutions for those contexts.

Further plenary exchanges on UN FSS preparations
- Many initiatives are ongoing, somewhat in isolation. Possibly embassies can do more. FSL clusters

can also be used. Options for embassies are to support to partners in advocacy, and indirectly

through the support of Agriterra and of Power of Voices, etc. Also of importance is the

involvement of partners after the summit, in which stage bilateral cooperation can play a role, in

which embassies need to be aware of what is happening and how we can follow up.

- There is a lot of talk about scaling, but there is big risk is that the wrong solutions are chosen in

non participatory way and then scaled.

- Even if the dialogues may seem like a ‘big circus’, at least they are a ‘structured circus’. There are

always ways to be engage, if you are willing to spend a few hours. Engagement could be
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particularly where you think there are gaps, or where certain solutions are not yet as scalable as

you would like to see them. This is the time to address the gaps. It is also about what is needed for

solutions to be workable? For instance reworking subsidies; making sure available money is spent

to really solve food security problems?

(further notes of this part of agenda have not been compiled yet; will be shared at next meetings)

Next steps
- NFP will be available for bilateral contacts with organizations with specific questions  (and will

follow up with specific persons who indicated to be interested during this meeting)

- All to participate in the 1st June National Food Systems Dialogue

- NFP will invite you for further information meetings - tbc in June.

Information from the chat:
List of events plus dates plus links where to register:

- Events calendar/tab of: https://www.un.org/en/food-systems-summit

- Events calendar NFP: https://www.nlfoodpartnership.com/events/

- UN Food Systems Dialogues: https://www.un.org/en/food-systems-summit/dialogues (filter by

month)

- Link to entry point to a few synthesis documents which MinFA recommends. At the bottom of that

page an option to register to such newsletter. (complex link to read, but it can be trusted)

https://4gjl9.r.a.d.sendibm1.com/mk/mr/TskJ3LDiUD1JiTqt8devFjIoFCzXdOBCpR_AACfb0OcNgnN

-xrgnACohhf3He_2o7sNTUo9R5H85zGzxBvOww9ovVYOQwYZVcVBfGu_3jq0UFY0
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